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I don’t know about you but the schism between truth and lies
seems to be widening pretty drastically lately with a lot of
confusion and disorientation sewn into the mix.

Just recently I’ve seen friends facing personal upheavals, con
jobs, personal attacks from very strange quarters, new and
very  revealing  understandings  of  personal  perspectives  and
relationships, and just about everything, for myself as well.

It’s like we’re viewing the perceived world as being fractured
into shards of broken off new perspectives to be grasped and
understood, making the big picture that much more lucid.

If we connect the dots.

I’ve  said  for  a  long  time  the  split  between  the  willing
awakeners and the willful asleep would widen and we’d see more
and  more  psychotic  behavior  on  the  part  of  the  truth
resistant. The revelation of what’s really going on within
these vectors of society, as well as in the so called Truth
movement, are something to look out for and be consciously
aware of.

Apocalypse Now
Apocalypse means the unveiling, the revealing, hence the term
revelation. Quite a far cry from the end of the world, it’s
just an end of a very limited understanding and the opening of
another.
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As the world becomes more and more aware of what is really
driving society, via enlightened thought, archeological and
scientific or otherwise discoveries of profound truths about
our realm and where we came from, our dimensional reality, the
real history of our planet etc., things take on whole new
dimensions even for mainstream thinkers.

Settled science is famous for concealing not just information,
but  its  implications.  That’s  really  the  world  we’re  up
against. “Mustn’t make any rash decisions or paradigm shifts.
We’re still processing this data”….yada yada.

We’re in for a fun and wild ride. Things are going to be
revealed that are going to peel eyeballs back. Then observers
are going to have to deal with the cognitive dissonance as
mainstain purveyors make mush out of what could be empowering
truth  which  the  unaware  will  have  to  swallow.  As  the
information  field  shifts  and  steps  up  its  vibrational
intensity we’re going to be seeing some real doozies and these
seeming  controllers  won’t  be  able  to  keep  their  tracks
covered.

Meanwhile we’re experiencing what we’re experiencing, faster
than any mainstream or even alternative narrative can keep up
with.

There’s so much being released as this fractured shift and
partition of the old paradigm takes place it will be mind
boggling.  But  a  great  ride  to  take  nonetheless…if  you’re
conscious, awake and aware…and on the offensive.

The Moral of the Story?
Don’t let it throw you, but pay attention to all of this. It
might be seeping up through some personal issues you might
have but let it bubble up and see it for what it is. Maybe
dreams  are  surfacing  to  your  consciousness,  or  old
relationships or new situations are under scrutiny. Just pay
attention.



Truth invites inspection. Never be afraid.

We are being empowered by the mightiest force in the Universe.
The Universe itself. We can steer through this madness with
calmness of heart and soul and a determined mind, or let it
disturb  us  and  send  us  into  lower  level  thinking  and
vibration.

The choice is ours.

Don’t let anything throw you. Examine everything carefully in
conscious awareness, and never fear your conclusions, or path
along the way.

Trusting our awakened hearts is imperative.

Steady on your way.

Much love always, Zen

 

Zen Gardner is an impactful and controversial author
and speaker with a piercing philosophical viewpoint.
His writings have been circulated to millions and his

personal story has caused no small stir amongst the entrenched
alternative pundits. His book You Are the Awakening has met
rave  reviews  and  is  available  on  amazon.com.  You  Are  the
Awakening examines the dynamics of the awakening to a more
conscious awareness of who we are and why we are here –
dynamics which are much different from the programmed approach
of this world we were born into.
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